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Use the 2.5mm leather punch to punch a hole 1/4 inch in from the end of the leather.  Measure 1 3/4 inches from that hole, 
towards the center of the leather, and punch a second hole.

Repeat step one at the other end of the leather strip.

Fold one end of the leather around the loop of the clasp, pattern side out, and match up the holes.  Put the rivet pin 
through the holes so that the bottom is on the inside of the bracelet next to the cut end of the leather.  Gently push the 
rivet head onto the pin just enough so that it stays on

Place the rivet on a hard surface, bottom down, and put the rivet setter over the head of the rivet.  Hit the rivet setter with a 
hammer until the rivet is firmly in place.  
**Note - If you are not using a bench block this will probably damage the hard surface so use a scrap of wood or something 
that you won’t mind blemishes on.

Repeat this process on the other end of the leather but loop the leather around the hinged bail clasp.  Once the rivet is set 
pinch the hinged bail and slide it through the outermost hole in the shackle clasp bar.

Tool Needed:
- TC01812 - 6mm Rivet Setter by 
-TL00043 - Leather Hole Punch Pliers
Tools Recommended
-A014415 - Inch Bench Block with Steel 
and Rubber
OR
A011605 - 2 1/2 Inch Small Bench Block

DIY0128 - DIY Unisex Black Leather and Silver Shackle Clasp Bracelet

Components List

(17) CH00949 - 10mm Black Imprinted Braid Leather

(1) Z014863 - 20mm Rhodium Plated Round Hinged Bail Clasp 

(1) Z004142 - 32mm Imitation Rhodium Plated Adjustable Anchor Shackle Clasp  

(1) TC01677 - 6mm Silver Compression Rivet by TierraCast

Directions:


